Signal noise ratio of small intestine myoelectrical signal recorded from external surface.
Electroenterogram (EEnG), which is the myoelectrical activity of the small bowel, can be non-invasively recorded from abdominal external surface. However, this bioelectrical signal is weak and noisy compared to internal recording from bowel serous layers, because of bioelectric transmission through abdominal layers. Furthermore, it is contaminated with several interferences from other biological activities as cardiac muscle (ECG), skeletal muscles (EMG), or respiration movements. The goal of present work is to study abdominal recording of EEnG and its signal-to-noise ratio by means of the coherence estimation technique. External and internal recordings were obtained simultaneously in 12 sessions, which went on more than two hours in six beagle dogs. Coherence function, based on periodograms, is estimated in periods of 15 minutes. Thus, SNR is calculated from coherence estimation for each recording session. Results show that SNR reaches a maximum value of 8.8 dB for 0.31 Hz, which corresponds to fundamental frequency of the EEnG slow wave. However, SNR is weak at frequencies upper 2 Hz, which corresponds to rapid action potentials (spike bursts) of the EEnG. In conclusion, slow wave can be clearly identified in abdominal recording; however spike bursts are contaminated by noise, attenuation and biological interferences.